Architecture and Design

Continuing Architecture Students who take Calculus (113)

Currently taking Math 098 or 106

Grade

Any grade

Math 107

Grade

C or better

Math 113 and appropriate stats course

Math 107

C or better

Math 113 and appropriate stats course

* Except for Fall 2011, when Math 114 may be taken.

Currently taking Math 107 or 101

Grade

C or better

Math 113 and appropriate stats course

Math 107

C or better

Math 113 and appropriate stats course

Currently taking Math 113

Grade

C or better

Math 115 and 1 hour stats

D, F, W

Math 107

D, F, W

D, F, W

D, F, W
Architecture and Design

Continuing Design Students who do not take Calculus

- Currently taking Math 098 or 106
  - Grade Any grade
  - Math 115 and Math 116 and 1 hour stats

- Currently taking Math 107
  - Grade C or better
  - Math 116
  - 1 hour statistics
  - Math 115 considered fulfilled

- Currently taking Math 101
  - Grade C or better
  - Math 116
  - 1 hour statistics
  - Math 115 considered fulfilled
  - Math 115 and Math 116 and 1 hour stats
Architecture and Design

All New COAD Students

```
Math 115 (Geometry)
```

New Architecture Students who will take Calculus (113)

```
Placement Test → Score → Math 113, Math 115 and 1 hour stats

Remediation Required

Math 107

Grade → C or better

D, F, W

```

New Design and Architecture Students who will not take Calculus.
No Need for Placement Exam.

```
Math 116 and Math 115 (Geometry) and 1 hour stats
```